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This study examined the effects of partner nationality, organizational
dissimilarity, and eronomic motivation on the dissolulion of joint ventures. Event-history analysis was used lo test the hypotheses in a sample
of 186 ventures. Cultural distance in general did not have an effect on
dissolulion, but U.S,-Japanese joint ventures lasted longer than II,S,ll.S, joinl ventures. Prior relationships between partners appeared to
negate some complexities arising from cultural differences. Opportunistic threat and rivalry appeared to be a stronger indication of the dissolution of joint ventures than organizational variables.

As markets continue to become global and firms become more international, joint ventures, particularly cross-border joint ventures, increasingly
provide firms with opportunities to rapidly expand geographical market
participation, create economies of scale and critical mass, reduce risks, learn
new skills and technologies, and facilitate effective resource sharing
(Bleeke & Ernst, 1993; Harrigan, 1988: Slocum & Lei, 1992: Yip, 1992), With
joint ventures becoming a powerful force shaping firms' global strategies, it
is not surprising that partnerships between horizontally related firms (i.e.,
direct competitors) have significantly increased since the 1960s [Morris &
Hergert, 1987), Despite all their purported benefits, bowever, joint ventures
are risky and highly unstable (Blodgett, 1992; Parkhe, 1993a), Various performance measures have been applied to joint ventures, with results showing
a consistently high rate of failure. The dissolution rate is reported to be about
50 percent (Harrigan, 1988; Kogut, 1988). Porter's (1987) study of 33 randomly
chosen, largely diversified U.S, companies disclosed a dissolution rate of
50,3 percent during the period 1950-86. This rate is as high as that for
mergers and acquisitions in new industries (53.4%), and it is higher than
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the dissolution rates for internal venturing (44.0%) and corporate buyouts
(21.4%) (Porter, 1987; Wright, Rohbie. Thompson, & Starkey, 1994). Beyond
the high dissolution rate of joint ventures, other adverse effects have heen
noted, such as involuntary loss of potential revenue (i.e.. economic rents),
uncompensated transfers of technology (Hamel, Doz, & Prahalad, 1989;
Levine & Bryne, 1986), and operational difiBculties and prohlems, disagreements, and anxieties over t i e loss of proprietary information (GomesCasseres, 1987),
What causes such instahility? A fundamental premise is that joint ventures are formed primarily so that participating firms can gain core skills
that would he very difficult for them to obtain on their own (Murray & Siehl,
1989). This idea suggests that the stability of any joint venture depends on the
complementarity between the partners. Although other goals (for instance,
political goals), may be operative, a joint venture will remain stable for as
long as the partners continue to acquire core skills from the partnership that
lead to economic benefits (Kogut, 1989). In Uiis research we conceptualized
complementarity between joint venture partners in terms of their similarity
on certain organizational variahles and the convergence of their economic
motivations. In the case of cross-border joint ventures, the distance between
their national cultures would he a critical component of complementarity.
Previous studies have raised the issue of the potential impact of these variables but have focused on the singular or independent effects of the variahles
on dissolution, not on their interrelated or interactive effects (Parkhe. 1991).
Hence, a more comprehensive examination of these variables within an integrated theoretical framework (an enlarged transaction cost setting) was the
goal of this study.
Three specific research questions were formulated and tested: (1) Do
cultural differences increase dissolutions in cross-horder joint ventures? (2)
How do U.S.-Japanese joint ventures compare with U.S.-U.S. partnerships in
terms of dissolution? and (3) How is the dissolution of joint ventures
tempered by certain economic and organizational variables? We built
theoretical arguments for examining the three questions in the context of
a broader transactional cost framework that tests for the destabilizing
effects of these variahles. Within this framework, we incorporated emerging
arguments stating that joint ventures are not predestined to fail and that
proper design and coordination can facilitate their stability (Bleeke &
Ernst, 1993; Slocum & Lei, 1992). These arguments provide perspective on
previous studies that have examined partner similarities and dissimilarities
(Harrigan, 1988), internal structure (Killing, 1983), equity structure (Blodgett, 1992), country of origin (Beamish, 1988). and various economic
characteristics (Kogut, 1989, 1991; Parkhe, 1993a) as potential sources of
the dissolution of joint ventures. The current study places the discussion
of cross-border joint ventures into a hroader contingency framework. We
used event-history analysis—specifically, the accelerated event-time model
and maximum likelihood techniques—to test the hypotheses in a sample
of 186 joint ventures.
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH, THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK,
AND HYPOTHESES

A theme that cuts across previous empirical work is the difficulty of
conceptualizing and measuring joint venture performance. Several measures
of joint venture performance have been used in prior research, including both
objective [termination, duration, financial gains, and so forth) and subjective
(goal attainment, satisfaction, etc.) types. Although both types of performance
measure are important, collecting two sets of data has been operationally
difficult (Parkhe, 1991), Consequently, a lack of consensus regarding a measure for performance bas complicated the interpretation and comparison of
these studies (Geringer & Hebert, 1991; Parkhe, 1993b),
In view of the numerous operational definitions of joint venture stability
and the contestability of various measures of performance (Anderson, 1990),
we limited our study and subsequent interpretations to the dissolution of
joint ventures that had no fixed duration, A joint venture is a contractual
arrangement that creates a separate legal entity in which the parent firms
hold ownership interests under conditions and provisions that are specified
by a legal document (Murray & Siebl, 1989), A fundamental premise is that
a joint venture is not expected to last indefinitely and, therefore, the instability of any joint venture can be measured in terms of its expected duration.
Hence, instability can be signaled by imexpected termination, through a
dissolution, a sell-off, or an acquisition. Similar measures have been widely
used to represent tbe performance of joint ventures (Harrigan, 1988; Kogut
1989; Porter, 1987).
Kogut (1989) argued that dissolution typically reflects a business failure
or an irresolvable conflict among partners. Porter (1987) contended that dissolution is significant because companies generally do not divest or shut down
a successful joint venture; dissolution happens only when the venture is
not financially viable. Not surprisingly, be found dissolution to reflect poor
financial performance in one, if not both, parties. Dissolution is also associated with less tangible adverse outcomes, such as loss of reputation. Particularly in the case of cross-border ventures, dissolution can create long-term
political tensions (Lane & Beamish, 1990). The parties involved in a joint
venture dissolution might not subsequently be considered desirable alliance
partners for others. Moreover, tbe host country that sponsored the local firm
might not be considered a suitable place for investment (Franko, 1971).
Studies more recent than those cited above also attest to the significance
of dissolving a joint venture. Ring and Van de Ven argued that "in addition
to economic considerations, there are powerful social-psychological motivations for preserving relationships that entail transaction-specific investments" (1994: 106). Investments in interfirm cooperation include not only
economic and technological resoiu-ces of participating firms, but also social
commitments and entanglements of individual agents [Ring & Van de Ven,
1994). Therefore, those authors concluded that "it is not only in the economic
but also in the psychological best interests of the organizational parties to
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find ways to preserve their socially embedded relationship" (Ring & Van de
Ven, 1994: 107). In their view, the dissolution of a cooperative partnership,
such as a joint venture, represents organizational failure.
From a field study of several cross-border joint ventures. Lane and Beamish (1990) concluded that a successful joint venture indicates a stable business relationship that meets the needs of both partners over the long term.
Geringer and Hebert (1991) examined the reliability of alternative measures
of joint venture performance. In joint ventures that included at least one
U.S. partner, dissolution was highly correlated with parent firms' reported
dissatisfaction with tlie ventures and their perceptions of how the ventures
performed relative to their initial objectives. Geringer and Hebert concluded
the following: "Intemational joint ventures perceived by their parents as
performing more successfully were more likely to remain in operation than
those international joint ventures that were evaluated as being less successful.
Successful international joint ventures also tended to remain in operation
for a longer period of time" (1991: 258).
The Impact of Cultural Distance on Joint Ventures
Although the fundamental tenet of a cross-border joint venture is that
the economic and organizational transactions that will occur within it are
variable, the nationalities of the partners are a given. Thus, the assumption
is that the participants in cross-border joint ventures represent the values
and institutions of territorially organized markets defined by nationality
(Ronen & Shenkar, 1985; Shan & Hamilton, 1991). Although nationality alone
cannot fully capture cultural values, national boundaries delineate Ibe legal,
political, and social environments within which organizations and workers
operate (Ronen & Shenkar, 1985). Studies by Parkhe (1991) and by Child,
Markoczy, and Cheung (1992) have shown that national culture affects managerial behavior and moderates the relationship between structural variables
and the performance of joint ventures.
There have been numerous discourses on the effects of cross-cultural
differences on management practice (e.g.. Hofstede, 1980. 1994). Even so,
relating partner nationality to joint venture failure (Ghild et al., 1992) and
to forms of joint partnership (Barkema, Bell. & Pennings, 1996; Osborn &
Beughn, 1990) is relatively recent. Because the relationship between partner
nationality and dissolution was not necessarily the focal point in prior studies
(e.g., Hofstede, 1994), and because the related effects of organizational and
economic variables have not been systematically investigated, what is known
about tlie dissolution of cross-border joint ventures is fragmented and not
systematically integrated (Harrigan, 1988; Parkhe. 1991).
The case against cross-border joint ventures (and for national ventures)
is generally based on the "simple" proposition that similar cultural values
can reduce misunderstanding between partners and that culturally distant
joint ventures experience greater difficulty in their interactions (Brown, Rugman, & Verbeke, 1989; Lane & Beamish, 1990). The more culturally distant
two firms are, the greater the differences in their organizational and adminis-
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trative practices, employee expectations, and interpretation of and response
to strategic issues (Kogut & Singh, 1988; Schneider & De Meyer. 1991). Accordingly, conimimications between culturally distant partners can be difficult, compounding tbe coordination problems tbat exist in any partnership,
leaving sucb joint ventures vulnerable to managerial conflicts and early dissolution (Camerer & Vepsalainen, 1988; Lane & Beamisb, 1990). Moreover,
environmental uncertainty enhances the transactional difficulties in crossborder joint ventures (Kogut & Singh. 1988). Poor communication and mutual
distrust can make the transfer of management practices and technologies
very costly (Clegg. 1990; Perlmutter & Hennan, 1986). The effects of national
culture on behavior and management systems can be rather unobtrusive but
can still destabilize joint ventures, prompting Lane and Beamish (1990) to
conclude that cultural compatibility between partners is the most important
factor in the endurance of a global alliance. Barkema. Bell, and Pennings
(1996) also showed that joint ventures (or acquisitions) were more susceptible
to cultural distance than wholly owned subsidiaries (or start-ups) because
the former had to contend with both national and corporate cultures, or
"double-layered acculturation." Collectively, these argumenLs suggest the
following hypothesis;
Hypothesis la. Joint ventures are more likely to dissolve
when the partners are from culturally distant countries.
The Impact of Japanese Culture
In both practice and theory, the cultural distances between countries
vary (Hofstede, 1980). In a study of the impact of national culture on modes
of foreign entry and ownersbip structure. Barkema and colleagues (1996)
implored future researchers to be attentive to the differences between cu Itiiral
blocs. Although cultural differences bear on the management of joint ventures, the selection of a specific foreign joint venture partner has important
implications on the scope and breadth of a firm's global strategy. As a way
of testing the robustness of our first hypothesis, we explored various pairs
of cultural blocs, but we remained attentive, at least theoretically, to the
special case of Japanese-American joint ventures. With tbe emergence of
Japaji as an economic superpower, the role and strategies of Japanese firms,
particularly their partnerships with U.S. firms, have become increasingly'
important (Osborn & Baughn, 1990). The combined gross national products
(GNPs) of Japan and the United States constitute about 40 percent of the
world's GNP. Partnerships between Japanese and U.S. firms would seem to
present a benign picture of international cooperation. Yet U.S.-Japanese joint
ventures have been criticized for various reasons. Reicb and Mankin described U.S.-Japanese joint ventures in high-technology industries as "part
of a continuing, implicit Japanese strategy to keep higher-paying, higher
value jobs in Japan and to gain the project engineering and production process
skills that underlie competitive success" (1986: 78). In doing so. Japanese
firms Increase the benefits they extract from a joint venture across the "collaborative membrane." leaving the European or American partner in a worse
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Strategic position than it was in formerly. Authors have suggested that Japanese partners are generally smarter than Western partners and that they do
not always behave ethically (Hamei et al., 1989; Reich & Mankin, 1986).
Despite these criticisms, we argue that there are institutional and economic reasons that make joint ventures involving Japanese firms more enduring than other joint ventures. North (1990) proposed that institutions within
a society serve to economize on the transaction costs of achieving mutual
cooperation. Broadly defined, institutions are constraints that shape human
interactions; such constraints can be either formal ones, like political and
economic systems, or informal ones—such as the norms and values of society.
Institutions arise because of the uncertainties involved in human interaction.
By defining acceptable and unacceptable conduct, institutions reduce uncertainty and structure economic and noneconomic exchanges. In effect, institutions reduce the complexity of activities in an uncertain environment. Relatedly, Casson (1991) argued that performance generally depends on
transaction costs, which in turn refiect level of trust. Without trust, transaction costs tend to be high because more monitoring and safeguards against
opportunistic behavior are needed. But a strong culture based on trust can
overcome problems tbat formal procedures based on monitoring cannot.
Thus, clan-like behaviors become the most efficient governance structure in
organizations characterized by ambiguous monitoring goals and performance
standards {Ouchi, 1980). Hill (1995) used a similar argument to explain how
a trust-based society, such as Japan, can lead to lower transaction costs
and give Japanese enterprises a competitive advantage over their (Western)
competitors. Shane (1994) also illustrated that multinational corporations
choose market-like entry strategies over direct investment in such high-trust
cultures because the threat of opportunistic hazards is low.
Consider a case in which two partners need to cooperate at an early
stage of an enterprise but know that they may become competitors at some
later stage. Both partners would be willing to invest time and effort in anticipation of benefits, even if the collaboration is temporary. However, both
partners know that current intentions are insufficient, for once the early stage
is completed, they could act opportunistically by withholding important
information, providing false information, or simply cheating each other.
In such cases, a contract containing enforcement characteristics would be
written. However, most contracts are incomplete, so their enforcement generates high transaction costs (Williamson, 1985). Accordingly, informal constraints (institutions)—reputation, broadly accepted norms of conduct, and
conventions tliat emerge from repetitive interactions—play a major role in
actual agreements (North, 1990). Thus, an evaluation of any cross-border
joint venture should consider the nationalities of each partner and specifically, how the values and institutions imbedded within these nationalities
lead to potential cooperation (or competition) in the presence of potential
competition between two partners.
Even though studies have shown national differences in levels of trust,
most have compared America and Japan (Ouchi, 1980; Shane, 1994). In our
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view, in addition to trust, at least three elements of Japanese culture economize on transactions. Although several such values have been alluded to in
the literature, the most common ones are group identification and collective
responsibility, loyalty, filial piety, harmony, and a sense of reciprocal obligation (Hill, 1995). These values make self-control and peer pressure overriding
concerns in matters that involve individual firm performance and rivalry. A
second element is that Japanese firms tend to have a longer time orientation
than their Western counterparts (Dore. 1987; Ouchi. 1980). As a result, they
may exercise much more patience in accomplishing the goals of a joint
venture. The third element is a concern for honor and worldwide reputation
(Pucik. Tichy, & Barnett. 1992). Japanese firms operating in a global economy
are loathe to develop the unsavory reputations that can easily result if opportunistic behavior occurs and persists over time. Upholding one's good reputation is considered to be essential when partners anticipate further interactions vrith one another, or interactions with others in the future. Taken
altogether, these institutions are reasons why cross-border ventures with the
Japanese would be less likely to dissolve and have greater longevity than
other joint ventures.
The contrasting group of joint ventures are those among American firms
or among American firms and firms from contexts similar to the United
States. We suggest these are more likely to dissolve for several reasons.
American managers tend to rely on formal contracts and binding arbitration
to resolve conflicts (Sullivan & Peterson. 1982; Thorelli, 1986). The strength
of norms mandating these practices builds enforceable threats or commitments and lessens uncertainty about opposite parties' cooperative behavior.
Moreover, these joint ventures tend to operate in an institutional environment
that favors short-term profitability and in whicb stockholder pressure for
quick results encourages interfirm rivalry (Thurow, 1992).
To the extent that one or both partners are strongly concerned with
reputation and goodwill and that norms of reciprocity and trust prevail,
informal institutions will facilitate cooperation, attenuate opportunism, and"
resolve disputes between venture partners. We expect that joint ventures
will be stable and enduring under such conditions. Conversely, joint ventures
will be less stable if prevailing norms encourage opportunism or short-term
"gainsmanship," to the extent that such conduct is readily observable. The
foregoing arguments lead to the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis lb. U.S.-Japanese joint ventures are less likely
to dissolve than U.S.-U.S. joint ventures.
The Effects of Firm Scope, Size, and Age
In addition to the distance between partners' national cultures, partners'
compatibility on specific organizational attributes also affects the dissolution
of joint ventures (Gray & Yan, 1992; Killing. 1983: Lane & Beamish, 1990).
Since a joint venture is typically a hybrid of two independent firms, dissimilarities in organizational structures and processes can create problems in
coordination that can lead to dissolution of the joint venture. In contrast.
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similarity in partners' organizational structmes and processes can facilitate
mutual understanding and collaboration. This view is consistent with that
of Bleeke and Ernst (1993), who found that cross-border joint ventures per
se are not as problematic as joint ventures between companies with strong
and weak cultures, or those between companies with asymmetric financial
ownership. Brown, Rugman, and Verbeke (1988) argued that the compatibility of organizational processes may be more significant than the similarity
of national cultures in explaining the dissolution and duration of a joint
venture. As dissimilar partners may expend time and energy to establish
standard managerial routines to facilitate communication, they may incur
higher costs and mistrust than similar partners. Although a number of organizational structures and processes may bear on this relationship, we hypothesize that three in particular have direct implications for joint venture dissolution: (1) the breadth and scope of strategic activities, (2) size differences, and
(3) organizational age.
Breadth and scope. Impelled by Chandler's (1962) historical study of
U.S. corporations, scholars have examined the relationship between growth
strategies and the internal structures and processes of an organization. In
the body of conceptual and empirical research on diversification, it is postulated that variations in the structures, processes, management focuses, control
systems, and internal value systems of firms are related to the product-market
diversity and the breadth of activity firms pursue, which is broadly defined
as strategic scope (Chandler, 1962; Galbraith & Kazanjian, 1986; Rumelt,
1974). Diversffied firms with broad product and market scope require more
complex information-sharing and decision-making processes than singlebusiness firms. In comparison with single-business firms with centralized
views and decision-making systems, diversified firms require greater decentralization, self-containment of divisions, less important roles for corporate
staff, higher monitoring costs, and more rules. Strategic grouping within
diversified firms directly shapes organizational culture by focusing resources,
shaping pattems of interaction, and conveying what is most strategically
important (Nadler & Tushman, 1988:155). The foregoing arguments suggest:
Hypothesis 2. Joint ventures between partners of similar
strategic scope are less likely to dissolve than those involving partners differing on strategic scope.
Size. In addition to breadth and scope, size is another important internal
factor that shapes behaviors and decisions [Lane & Beamish, 1990; Nadler &
Tushman, 1988). Tbe consequences of size differences have a long history
in organization theory. Weber (1947) attempted to define tbe correlates of
large bureaucratic organizations. Child (1972) contended that bureaucratic
structures emerge with increases in organizational size. With increased size,
it becomes difficult to employ a personal, entrepreneurial style of management. Largeness creates complexity, which increases rules. Accordingly, a
centralized management system, using impersonal mechanisms of control,
may become the norm.
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Shan and Hamilton (1991) presented empirical evidence that the firmspecific assets of small and large firms differ and that small firms are more
likely to cooperate than large firms. Joint ventures between differently sized
firms ofien lead to differences in corporate perspectives, value systems, and
methods of aligning internal resources. Organizational size also affects a
partner's vulnerability to exploitation and the economic effectiveness of the
transaction itself (Osborn & Baughn. 1990). For example, small firms are
highly vulnerable when entering high-technology-based cooperative ventures because their sole technical cores are placed at risk.
At a more micro level, the impact of size on structure, job attitude, and
behavior Is well established (Porter & Lawler, 1965). For example, managers
from larger companies are less inclined to adopt participative managerial
attitudes, and those from smaller organizations are more flexible regarding
their subordinates' capacity for leadership and participation in major decisions (Haire, Ghiselli, & Porter, 1966; Ronen & Shenkar, 1985). Doz (1988)
indicated that joint ventures between large and small firms experience difficulties because of idiosyncratic incentives for partners, cultiu-al variation,
and asymmetric policies in information distribution. In cross-border joint
ventures, large foreign parents tend to be systematic and have a long-term
approach, but their local partners are often entrepreneurs with no established
operational systems and policies who are looking for immediate financial
returns (Lane & Beamish, 1990). Killing (1983) provided a case study in
which organizational size was related to corporate culture and in which size
differences hetween partners affected joint venture performance. Size also
affects ownership structure and agency relationships in a firm (Aldrich,
1979). Companies should be of equivalent size so that there is equally as
much at stake on each side. These arguments lead to the following:
Hypothesis 3. foint ventures between partners of similar
sizes are less likely to dissolve than those involving partners of different sizes.
Age. Organizational history is also an important determinant of partner
behavior. Nadler and Tushman argued that "an organization's history bas a
very strong influence on the values and beliefs that develop overtime" (1988;
151). Specifically, historical forces that influence organizational culture also
reflect the circumstances of the hirth of an organization, the crises it has
faced, how those crises have heen resolved, and the organizational referents
admired or used as ideas in its history. Management problems and principles
are rooted in time, and the age of an organization reflects institutionalized
managerial attitudes and beliefs (Baker & CuUen, 1994; Greiner, 1972).
A fundamental assumption in population ecology is tiiat inertia is a
prevailing property of organizational evolution and that consequently, organizations retain basic attributes of their early forms (Hannan & Freeman,
1984). Studies of oi^anizational mortality suggest that hazard rates vary with
age. The term "liabilities of newness" is used to describe the fact thai hazard
rates are high initially and decline strongly with age for diverse populations
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of organizations (Hannan & Freeman, 1984). Young organizations are subject
to such liabilities because routines are rarely perfected and stabilized, organizational politics are unstable, and links with key actors in the environment
are irregular. It takes time to work out routines and develop trust and smooth
working relationships. It also takes time for an organization to acquire institutional legitimacy among its members and to become valued in its own right.
Newness liabilities can also be attributed to size because new organizations
are typically small organizations. Older organizations also often become
overly bureaucratized; rules are easier to establish than to get rid of, so the
number of rules increases over time. Along with size, age captures growth
strategies as well as implicit organizational demographic characteristics
such as leadership styles, control systems, and entrepreneurial behavior
(Greiner. 1972). Thus, joint venture partners with different organizational
histories easily experience conflict in coordinating their activities.
Thus.
Hypothesis 4. Joint ventures between partners of similar
ages are less likely to dissolve than those between partners
of different ages.
The Effect of Economic Motivation
Researchers have depicted the joint venture as a govemance structure
with characteristics appropriate for certain strategic or transactional cost
motivations (Hennart, 1991; Kogut, 1988; Park & Russo, 1996). As a form of
govemance "between markets and hierarchies," the joint venture mitigates
the worst consequences of mistrust and opportunism. Through a reciprocal
govemance structure involving equity sharing, a joint venture can avoid the
market inefficiency tbat results when idiosyncratic and specific assets are
involved in a transaction (Kogut, 1988). Reciprocity provides mutual safeguards against transactional hazards that can occur in a market setting. A
joint venture also provides firms with a suitable context in which they can
exercise mutual forbearance (Buckley & Casson, 1988), which leads to coordination and efficiency in governing relationships.
Although firms form joint ventures with expectations of reducing rivalry
among them, such competitive forces cannot be completely redressed, and
they persist as potential sources of dissolution (Kogut, 1989). Beyond cultural
distance and organizational dissimilarity, the compatibility of tlie partners'
economic motivations affects venture dissolution. Since it is generally assumed that firms establish joint ventures to improve their competitive positions, a partnership will succeed to the extent that the partners gain access
to each other's core skills, including know-how, assets, and human resource,
market access, govemment and political, and knowledge capabilities
(Alston & Gillespie, 1989; Beamish, 1988; Contractor & Lorange, 1988). The
potential to use such skills within the learning objectives of the joint venture
is what we refer to as economic motivation. Joint ventures will be less stable
when the partners' contributions are asymmetric and inequitable over time
(Porter & Fuller, 1985). These conditions create asymmetric dependency
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between partners (Hamel, 1991) and encourage opportunistic behavior
{Hladik, 1985; Park & Russo, 1996). The balance between economic benefits
and opportunism depends on the relationship between the partners in a
given joint venture, the relationship between the venture and the partners,
and the nature of the partners' contributions. These ideas form the core of
our next tlu-ee hypotheses.
Competitive ventures. Joint ventures formed between direct competitors
are hypothesized to experience a higher dissolution rate than those hetween
indirect competitors for a number of reasons. Although joint ventures are
formed to mitigate competition, they invariably affect the competitive positions of the participating firms. Kogut (1988) argued that the fear of competitive rivah-y that leads to a joint venture's formation might also contribute to
its eventual demise. This fear is particularly pronounced in joint ventures
between firms competing in the same market, where present friends can
easily hecome future foes (Harrigan, 1988; Morris & Hergert, 1987). Moreover,
in a joint venture between competitors, goals are likely to be in direct conflict,
and the venture can be detrimental to the attainment of such conflicting
goals (Kogut, 1988; Park & Russo, 1996). Given similar strategic objectives
and, in many cases, similar resource bases, a partner can identify, appreciate,
and then assimilate another partner's know-how (Gohen & Levinthal
1990). Thus,
Hypothesis 5. foint ventures are more likely to dissolve
when the partners are direct competitors.
Operational overlap. The ahility of participating firms to enjoy economic
benefits also depends on the role of a joint venture for a partner. The competitive spirit and threat of opportunism within an alliance can be minimized
when each partner can view the alliance and the other partner as a source
of economic benefit. Lack of economic complementarity in an alliance raises
costs because efficiency and effectiveness are lost (Hladik, 1985). Partners
become less forbearing and pursue self-interest without complementary henefits. Therefore, a strategic alliance is justified only when the direct complementary benefits gained from the collaboration exceeds the costs of coordination and control and the risks of opportunism. The level of economic
complementarity is determined by tlie extent to which activities are new to
partners. When a joint venture is an expansion of the partners' operations,
as in the case of movement into new international markets or new product
areas, more complementary economic benefits accrue. When, however, a
venture operates within the product-market scope of one or both of the
partners, economic benefits tend to be minimal and less visible, creating
internal conflicts for the partners. A joint venture perceived as peripheral
to a partner's strategy will yield few opportunities for the transfer of new
knowledge, so interaction between the partner and the venture's management
will be inconsistent and insufficient, as will be resource commitments to the
venture's management (Inkpen, 1995; Nueno & Oosterveld, 1988). The ahove
arguments suggest the following:
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Hypothesis 6. Joint ventures are more likely to dissolve
when there is a high level of overlap in product-market
scope between the Joint ventures and the partners.
Technology ventures. When a joint venture depends on know-how or
technology that cannot be easily codified and requires intimate human contact for exchange, venture partners can appropriate firm-specific competitive
advantages (Hamel et al., 1989). Porter and Fuller (1985) argued that joint
ventures involving technology transfer fail mostly because of opportunistic
behavior that induces unexpected leaks of replicable firm-specific assets.
Thus, a joint venture characterized by an exchange of technologically specific
know-how is more vulnerable than one that involves more discrete contributions, such as financing or physical resources (Teece, 1986). Furthermore,
the transfer of technology normally leads to asymmetric possession of information, and partners face difficulties in understanding what is transferred
and how much to expect in return (Teece, 1980). In contrast, a joint venture
that is not based on the exchange of technology can be more stable in that
the scope of operation and boundary of appropriation c:an be clearly specified
in contractual terms, making it easier to estimate the partners' contributions
and monitor their behavior. Therefore,
Hypothesis 7. Joint ventures are more likely to dissolve
when contributors involve technology transfer.
RESEARCH METHODS
Sample Design

Typically, advances in social science research stem from ideographic
observation of microbehaviors that are statistically validated through crosssectional sampling to allow modest generalization (Harrigan. 1988), The
study of joint ventures, however, poses major difficulties in that it is not
easy to fully capture tlie soft or behavioral variables that undergird joint
venture activities because of their complexity and multidimensionaiity
(Parkhe, 1993b). Moreover, in practice, it is difficult to draw a random sample
from the entire spectrum of joint ventures that meet the requirements for
external validity. Some trade-off between internal consistency within a sample and external validity is needed. In selecting our sample, we were concerned about the following aspects of joint ventures.
Although interfirm partnerships encompass both equity and nonequity
structures, we limited our sample to equity alliances, or joint ventures. This
approach is consistent with that of many previous studies (e.g., Kogut, 1988)
because the govemance st:ructure of a joint venture is well defined and
standardized. In contrast, nonequity alliances (e.g., technology, joint R&D,
supply, and marketing agreements) have govemance .structures with highly
varied definitions and scope. In effect, differences in their organizational
management, control mechanisms, compensation systems, and goals can
confound the comparability and Interpretations of findings (Contractor &
Lorange, 1988; Harrigan, 1988).
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Auster (1992) cautioned researchers to be mindful of industry effects
and noted that joint ventures have proliferated in growing industries but that
nonequity alliances involving technological links have been predominant in
emerging industries. We selected joint ventures operating in the electronics
industry, regardless of the parent firms' industrial origins. Within this industry, our sample of joint ventures included those involved hi computers and
peripheral equipment, electrical or electronic components and equipment,
aircraft parts, and measurement and medical equipment. An attractive feature
of the electronics industry is its scope and pervasiveness. The industry is
often likened to a food chain—the survival of each unit is critical to that of
all of the other units.
We selected joint ventures with at least one U.S. partner that were started
hetween 1979 and 1988 and observed them through Septemher 1995. Thus,
the period of observation was lengthy. Joint ventures that failed to get off
the ground after their initial announcements were excluded. Moreover, only
joint ventures that had no predetermined time of termination were selected.
The sample included newly initiated operations in which the U.S. partner owned between 10 and 90 percent of the joint venture equity.' This range
is consistent with the definition of joint venture the U.S. Department of
Commerce uses. Finally, we excluded multiple-party joint ventures and joint
ventures that involved simple ownership restructuring.^ Hladik (1985) argued
that such restructurings are more akin to the liquidation of holdings by one
company than to the formation of a new entity.
Data Collection
The initial list of joint ventures meeting our criteria was generated using
the information from the Cambridge Yearbook on Corporate Mergers, foint
Ventures and Corporate Policy (1979-88), Mergers and Acquisitions, and
the Frost and Sullivan {FB-S) Index [U.S., International. Europe). Data on
each sampled joint venture were then compiled from the original articles
referenced in the FaS Index, Wall Street Journal Index. Busine.ss Periodicals
Index, and New York Times Index. We identified each citation of a partner
in a sampled joint venture made in any index. Citations were collected from
five years hefore a venture's formation through September 1995, or up to
the time of the particular joint venture's termination. Firm-level data were
acquired from Q-File, a collection of data from 10-K reports, annual reports,
and proxy statements; the Million Dollar Directoiy; Standard & Poor's Industrial Heports: and Moody's Corporate Report. We obtained supplemental
data from company publications and other public sources and from direct
telephone Inquiries to the top managers of the firms involved in the study.
' Hladik fotiowBd the same definition (i.e., 10-90%), but the Harvard Multinational Enterprise Database reflects a broader definition (5-95%].
^We omitted this criterion for 9 joinl ventures including three partners. In these joint
ventures, each of the two main partners held between 40 and 60 percent of the equity, and Ihe
third parly held less than 5 percent.
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We initially identified 430 joint ventures formed between 1979 and 1988
in the electronics industry, 186 of which met the criteria discussed earlier.
The sample included 137 cross-border and 49 domestic (U.S.-U.S,) joint
ventures.
Variables and Measures
The dependent variable—the duration of a joint venture—was measured
as the number of years and montlis from formation to dissolution. Following
previous studies (Kogut, 1989; Porter, 1987), we used liquidation or sale to
a third party as the operational definition of dissolution. Surviving or acquired joint ventures were treated as censored cases. To make sure that
dissolution was an unexpected event, we excluded joint ventures for which
initial contracts specified a period of operation or included an option for
govemance change, such as acquisition by one of the partners. We further
confirmed the unexpectedness of dissolution by contacting managers in the
U.S. parent firms of the dissolved ventures.
In the literature, disagreements exist on whether the acquisition of a
joint venture implies the failure of its activities (Geringer & Hebert, 1991;
Parkhe, 1993a). Acquisition, or intemalization by one of the partners, may
represent the realization of an investment option (Bowman & Hurry, 1993;
Kogut, 1991). This interpretation suggests that a joint venture provides a
strategic option in the course of growth that cushions the downside risk of
future investments (Bowman & Hurry, 1993). Even though an acquisition
is not tantamount to failure because it may refiect mutual satisfaction
with a venture's having met both partners' goals, acquisition can provide a
broader interpretation of joint venture performance. In the context of Japanese-U.S. joint ventures, acquisitions might be a more acceptable mode of
termination as they may permit the continued leaming of competencies
within partnerships.^ Thus, to compare the causes of the two modes of termination, we also examined acquisition as a measure of joint venture performance.
We followed the model introduced by Kogut and Singh (1988) to measure
cultural distance. Using Hofstede's indexes, they developed a composite
index based on the deviation along each of the four cultural dimensionspower distance, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity/femininity, and individualism—of each country from the United States ranking. The deviations were corrected for differences in the variances of each dimension
and then arithmetically averaged."* We used a dummy variable to com-

' We are indebted to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this line of argument.
*rke algebraic fonnula is as follows: CD,= 'Z \ih, - //J'/VJ/4, where CD, is the cultural
distance of the /th country from the United States. /„ stands for the index for the /th cultural
dimension and the /th country. V, is the variance of the index for the jth cultural dimension,
and u indicates the United States.
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pare U.S.-Japanese witb U.S.-U.S. joint ventures (1 = U.S.-Japanese. 0 =
U.S.-U.S.).
Considering the cultural diversity of other nationalities, we followed
Ronen and Shenkar's (1985) synthesized country clusters to group non-Japanese cross-border joint ventures on the basis of the partners" cultural similarity. Ronen and Shenkar used individual-level data on attitudes and values
to cluster various countries according to cultural similarity. Examples of
these attitudes and values include those toward achievement, practical mindedness, sbaring information, taking initiative, democratic leadership styles,
and commitment to an organization. Ronen and Shenkar developed eight
clusters, of which we used six: Anglo. Germanic, Nordic. Latin European,
Latin American, and Far Eastern. To correct for small numbers of observations, we placed the two Nordic ventures in our sample in the Germanic
cluster (henceforward called the North European cluster) and merged the
two Latin American ventures with the Latin European cluster. Various studies have provided support for combining the Nordic and the Germanic clusters (Hom. DeNisi. & Kirchner, 1985: Haire et ai., 1966) and the Latin American and Latin European clusters (Hofstede. 1980). We used a dummy variable
for each group of cross-border ventures, adding a variable for Japan (which
was not allotted to a cluster in Ronen and Shenkar) to compare eacb other
bloc with U.S.-U.S. ventures. Recognizing the difference between Hofstede's
and Ronen and Shenkar's cultural classifications, we also used regional group
scores to test the effect of cultural distance, assigning an averaged composite
index for each region to each company in that region.
The number of independent geographical and product subsidiaries in
the parent firms was used to define each firm's scope of operation. The typical
Standard Industrial Glassification (SIC) measure of degree of diversification
is not an appropriate measure of scope because it is based on product diversification only. Firms can grow by volume or geographical expansion domestically and internationally (Chandler. 1962), and an SIC-based diversification
measure is not sensitive to such growth. Hence, we used the absolute difference in two partners' number of subsidiaries to measure their difference in
product-market scopes.
Size differences were measured as the ratio of the logarithmically transformed three-year average sales of the larger partner to that of the smaller
partner. Previous studies (e.g., Kimberly. 1976) bave used this ratio as a fair
approximation of size distance. We recognize some pitfalls in defining the
boundaries of Japanese firms, which may be members of larger industrial
groups such as keiretsu. Intercompany sales and transfer within these groups
can complicate the measurement of the sales of an individual firm (Shan &
Hamilton, 1991). However, given the difficulty of controlling for the effect
of group affiliation, we accepted this limitation on our findings and interpretations. Even so, our approach Is comparable to previous approaches to estimating Japanese partners' sizes (Osbom & Baiigbn, 1990; Shan & Hamilton,
1991). The three-year average sales of the U.S. partners varied from $0,74
million to $65 billion, with the median value at $1.2 billion; those of the
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foreign partners ranged from $3.7 million to $41 billion, with the median
value at $1.4 billion. The wide variation in size shows that large-firm bias
is not a problem in this study.
Age distance indicates the absolute value of the difference in partners'
life spans calculated by subtracting the founding years from 1995. The average distance was 38 years, and overall distances ranged from 11 to 228 years
for U.S. firms and fi-om 18 to 137 years for foreign firms.
We represented direct competition between partners as a dummy variable using the partners' four-digit SIC codes. For joint ventures in which the
parent firms' primary operations were the same, tbe dummy was set to 1;
when primary operations were different, the variable was coded 0. The relationship of the joint ventures to the parent firms' operations (i.e., operational
overlap) was also represented as a dummy variable (1 if the primary operation
of the joint venture overlapped with both partners' current product-market
scopes, 0 otherwise). The dummy variable for technology transfer represents
joint ventures tliat involve technology transfer ti-om the partners for venture
operations (1 = technology venture, 0 ^ nontechnology venture).
Control Variables
We controlled for possible confounding effects by including several
relevant variables in the analysis. In joint ventures, familiarity and trust
are developed through repeated or prior experiences between the partners
(Gulati, 1995). Tmst evolves relatively easily as partners develop mutual
understandings from prior collaborative experiences. Opportunistic risks are
obviated by partners' anticipation of repeated transactions in the future or
by their respect for transactions thai occurred in the past. Arguably, prior
relationships may encourage partners to behave with guile, but we suggest
that this is less likely to occur than is trusting behavior on account of concern
for reputation, broadly accepted norms of conduct, and conventions that
emerge from repetitive interactions (North. 1990). Also, when partners know
each other's strengths and weaknesses, they can manage better coordination
and minimize bureaucratic complexity in the management of collaboration.
Prior experiences between partners that leave them disposed toward potential
cooperation in anticipation of building better relationships may in fact negate
such destabilizing influences as cross-cultural differences. Therefore, we
closely examined the possible interactive effects of prior experiences with
other study variables. Prior relationship was coded 1 if two partners had
had a cooperative relationship during the five years prior to the current joint
venture and was otlierwise coded 0.
Equity sharing, refiecting the division of control according to ownership
structure, has been studied as a critical determinant of the dissolution of
joint ventures (Blodgett, 1992; Kogut, 1988). A dual-ownership joint venture (50-50 equity sharing) is most likely to experience unexpected difficulties since extensive communication is necessary to reach a decision. In a joint
venture in which one party has dominant ownership, the other party
knows that piu-suing its individual interests may be difficult. We used a
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dummy variable coded 1 for a 50-50 joint venture and 0 for unbalanced
equity sharing.
Boris and Jemison (1989) indicated that the scope of operation affects
the degree of difficulty in controUing and coordinating resource flows within
a joint venture. We measured the scope of operation in terms of domestic
versus intemationai marketing and single versus multiple products or projects. Joint ventures involving multiple markets or products are more difficult
to manage and less stable than ventures tbat target domestic (in one or both
partners' countries) markets or involve a single product or project. We used
two dummy variables, respectively coded 1 when a joint venture targeted
markets in multiple countries or involved multiple products or projects.
We also controlled for industry differences by using dunnnies for the four
categories (all within the overall electronics industry) from which the ventures were selected.
Data Analysis
Event-history analysis was used because it is uniquely suited to studying
a time series of discrete events for right-censored data: cases for which an
event has not occurred by tbe end of the study period are also amenable to
analysis. The unit of analysis was a joint venture, and an event was registered
when a joint venture was dissolved. We used an accelerated event-time
model and a maximum likelihood technique to test the hypotheses. The
accelerated event-time method is based on the assumption that tlie duration
of joint venture survival follows a parametric baseline distribution, with ail
independent variables held at zero (Kalbfleisch & Prentice, 1980). Then, the
effects of covariates are estimated as exponentially multiplicative accelerations or decelerations of the baseline distribution. In other words, the duration of a joint venture (7",) determined by dissolution is the dependent variable
for joint venture ; and bas a logarithmically linear (log-linear) relationship
to the k\h independent variable (X,,,). Tbus,
hi r, = a + ^,Xu + S€,-.
where e^ is the disturbance term, a is an overall intercept term, and s represents (1 scale factor associated with the underlying distribution. A positive p
accelerates the baseline distribution of event times, and a negative coefficient
decelerates the distribution. In tlie results reported, therefore, a positive
coefficient estimate indicates an increase in expected duration occurring as
a function of the covariate. Thus, given the same prior duration, matches
with a higher value of the covariate would have higher probability of continuing the matcb in tbe following year (Levinthal & Fichman, 1988: 358). However, following this procedure did not allow us to make conclusions about
changes in the hazard rate [bli]], since the hazard rate is nonmonotonic
witb respect to time. Accelerated event-time analysis requires specifying the
underlying parametric distribution prior to hypothesis testing. In oin- prior
testing, logarithmically normal (log-normal) distribution provided a better
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fit (at p < .01) to our data than exponential, WeibuU, and logarithmically
logistical distributions. The log-normal distribution follows an inverted U~
type of hazard distribution over time, which is specified as
exp

where * is the cumulative distribution function for the normal distribution.
We applied the SAS Lifereg package to conduct the event-history analysis
using a log-normal model.
RESULTS

Table 1 presents the means, standard deviations, and Pearson productmoment correlations of the variables. The joint ventures in the data set
experienced a 43 percent dissolution rate and a 4.97-year average life span.
At the end of the study period, only 27 joint ventures were surviving: 78
joint ventures (42%) had been acquired by one of the partners. An initial
evaluation of the Pearson product-moment correlations revealed the following: duration was negatively correlated with the economic variables (operational overlap, competitive ventures, and technology ventures), age difference, and broad market coverage and positively correlated with prior
relationship. It was also negatively correlated with dissolution at p < .01,
implying that the longer a venture persisted, the less likely it was to fail.
However, duration was positively correlated with cultural distance, contrary
to Hypothesis la. The matrix showed no substantial problem with multicollinearity among the independent variables.
Table 2 presents the results of the log-normal regression analysis testing
our hypotheses, hi Hypothesis la, we predict that greater cultural distance
is related to the dissolution of joint ventures. With the effects of the other
variables controlled, the results from model la indicate that the relationship
is significant at p < .05, but the effect is in the direction opposite that
predicted by the hypothesis. Our results suggest that larger cultural distances
were related to a lower joint venture dissolution rate. In Hypothesis lb, we
predict that U.S.-Japanese joint ventures will be less likely to dissolve than
U.S.-U.S. joint ventures. Model lb compares the U.S.-Japanese joint ventures
and those between the United States and other cultural clusters with the
U.S.-U.S. joint ventures. The results indicate that the U.S.-Japanese joint
ventures lasted longer than the domestic (U.S.-U.S.) joint ventures [p < .05),
but none of the other clusters showed a signfficant relationship at p < 1.^
The average life span of the U.S.-Japanese ventures was 6.44 years, but the
U.S.-U.S. and the U.S.-Anglo ventures did not last more than 4 years. The

" The results are consistent whether the U.S.-Japanese joint ventures are compared with
the U.S.-U.S. or the U.S.-Anglo ventures.
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TABLE 2

Log-Normal Regression Results for the Dissolution and
Acquisition of Joint Ventures
Model la
Variables
Partner nationality
Cutlural distance
Regional bloc score
Cultural distance x prior
r(;littiun»hip
Regional bloc score x prior
relationship
U.S.-Anglo ventures
U.S.-North European
ventures
U.S.-Latin European

b

s.e.

0.13*

.06

Model lb
b

s.e.

-0.03
0.34

.28
.33

0.19

.27

0.84
0.43"

.53
.21

Model Id

Model l c
b

s.e.

0.10

.08

0.20"

.09

b

s.e.

0.14'

.06

ventures
U.S.-Far Eastern ventures
U.S.-Iapaneso ventures
Organizational variables
Scope differential'
Size differential
Age differential"
Economic motivation
Oparalional overlap
Competitive ventures
Technology ventures
Control variables
Prior relationship
Equal oquity sharing
Multiple market ventures
Multiple product ventures
Intercept
Log-normal scale factor
Log-likelihood ratio
2 X Alog-likelihood ratio''

.19
0.50*
.17
-0.26
-0.59* *• .17
0.17
.18
2.04'** .45
.89**' .07
-155.56
4.87 *

0.48*
.20
.16
-0.29*
.18
-0.55*'
.17
0.04
2.06*"* .45
.89*** .07
^154.93

-0.27
-0.57"**

o.n

2.12*"*
90*..
-156.19

.17
.17
.16
.46
.07

0.48*
.20
-0.30'
.17
-0.58**
.16
-0.04
.17
2.07*'* .45
.89**' .07
-155.60
4.80*

' Values are multiplied by ten.
^ Compared to the model with only control variables.
' p < .10
• p < .05
* * p < .01
•**p < .001

U.S.-U.S. and the U.S.-Anglo ventures also showed much higher dissolution
rates, 49 and 52 percent, respectively, than the U.S.-Japanese ventures (39%).
Hypotheses 2-4 contain predictions on the effects of selected organizational variables. The addition of scope, size, and age differentials did not
improve the model's tit, implying insignificant effects on tho dissolution of
joint ventures. A chi-square test indicated that model 2 provided no significant improvement in the logarithmic-likelihood ratio at the p < .1 level,
compared to the model with only control variables. None of the variahles
representing differences in partners' organizational contexts received significant support at p < .05.
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TABLE 2 (continued)
U

L
Model le
b

s.fl.

O.ll

.07

0.17*

.08

Model 2
6

o

Acquisitions

Model 3
s.e.

b

Model 4

s.e.

Model 5

b

a.e.

0.09

.06

.02
.09

.03
-0.37"
-0.32*

-0.27
-Q.57* —

o.oe

2.15***
.90*»•
-156.75

.17
.17
.17
.46
.07

.18
.16
.17

0.60*'
.19
0.55"
.18
.IS -0.33"
-0.34'
.16
-0.60*** .17 -0.54*** .lfi
.17
0.06
0.05
.16
2.34**- .48
2.65*"* .44
.90*** .07
.85"** .07
-156.04
-152.16
3.32
11.6B**

-0.00
-0.04
-0.04

.02

-0.31'
-0.35*
-0.29*

.16

.09
.02

.16
.16

s.e.

b
0.16*

-0.Q4
-0.10
0.13
1.13*
0.56**

..

-0.00
-0.01
-0.05'

b

Model f>
s.e.
.06

.27
.29
.23
.53
.21

-0.00
-0,05
0.03

,02
,09
,02

-0.64**"
-0.10
-0.63***

.17
.18
.17

0.49"
.19
0.33*
,18
0.36*
.16
-0.27'
.16 -0.04
.16 -0.05
.15
-0.49**
.16 -0.00
.17 -0.12
.15
0.07
.15 - a . i 6
.17 -0.09
.15
2.43**" .48
1,59*** .40
2.30*"* .44
.83""* .06
.86*** .07
.79**' .06
-150.06
-150.34
-140.47
15.Ba *
34.26* **

Hypotheses 5-7 contain predictions about the effects of economic motivational variables. Model 3 provides strong support for these hypotheses; a
chi-square test showed significant model improvement at p < .01 over the
model with only control variables. Competition between partners, operational overlap, and technology transfer are all negatively related witli the
dissolution of the joint ventures at p < .05, as predicted in Hypotheses 5-7.
These results imply that a joint venture is more likely to dissolve when it
is between competitors, when its product-market scope overlaps witb the
parent firms' current operations, and when it requires technology transfers
from the parent firms. We further explored the effects of operational overlap
in cross-border joint ventures by using two separate dummy variables for U.S.
partners and foreign partners. The results are significant for both variables at
p < .05, suggesting Ibat operational overlap has a consistent and significant
effect on dissolution regardless of the partners' national origins.
In regard to the control variables, prior relationship and multiple ventiu-es are consistently significant at p < .05. As expected, prior relationship
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has a negative effect on dissolution, but multiple market venture has a positive effect. There is also some support for equal equity sharing, implying
that 50-50 ventures are more likely to dissolve than other ventures. The
multiple product venture and industry dummies are consistently insignificant. Because of space limilations, we do not list the industry dummy variables. The insignificant industry effects may he due to the similarities among
the four industry categories from which the joint ventures were drawn. Because the four categories all belonged to a broadly defined electronics industry, there was some degree of homogeneity in products and competitive situations.
To check the sensitivity of results, we reanalyzed the models (la, lb, 2,
3, and 4) controlling for an interactive effect between prior relationship and
other variables." With the exception of a result for cultural distance, no
significant changes were obtained from the reanaiyses. In model lc (a reanalysis of model la), the effect of cultural distance on joint venture dissolution
became insignificant, and the interaction term became significant at p < .05.
This significant interaction effect implies prior relationship may be ahle to
negate the confiict and misunderstanding caused hy cultural distance between cross-border partners.^ We checked the robustness of models la and
lc by testing models id and le, using regional distance scores instead of
cultural distance; results were highly consistent with those for models la and
lc. For the composite model (model 4) controlling for other study variables,
findings were similar to those for model la.
Although our hypotheses refer to the termination of joint ventures
through dissolution, models 5 and 6 present a reanalysis with acquisitions
coded as events and all other outcomes censored [including dissolutions).
These results allowed us to compare the causes of the two modes of termination. In model 6, cultural distance is significant at p < .01 and promotes
the longevity of ventures. However, when foreign partners are regrouped
according to cultural clusters (model 5), only U.S.-Japanese and U.S.-Far
Eastern ventures become significant. The significance for U.S.-Japanese ventures across different measures of performance suggests that these ventures
have a lower probability of termination and last longer than domestic (U.S.U.S.) ventures. The termination rates (including both dissolutions and acquisitions) are 69 percent for U.S.-Japanese and 94 percent for U.S.-U.S. ventures.
Even though we were constrained hy the small number of apposite cases in
the sample (one acquisition and two dissolutions in the U.S.-Far Eastern

* We did nol include prior relationship in these models to avoid multicolUnearity problems.
The correlation hatween prior relationship and the interaction term was significant at p < .001.
We also repaated the analyses for models lb, 2. and 3 by entering the interaction terms one at
a time with each variable.
' Considering the possibility that cultural distance becomes insignificant because of multicoUinearity, we reanalyzed the model (mode! lc) following the backward wlimination procedure
and the chi-square test. When cultural distance was not included, the chi-square test showed
no significant change in the log-likelihood ratio at p < .1.
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bloc), the results suggest that U.S.-Fai Eastern ventures are less likely than
U.S.-U.S. ventures to be acquired by one of their partners (model 5), but they
are no less likely to be dissolved than are U.S.-U.S. ventures (model lb).
Since U.S.-Far Eastern ventures are typically buyer-supplier relationships
(six of the seven joint ventures fit this profile), there would be little economic
rationale for acquisition.
In the reanalysis, the organizational variables again had no effect on
the prospect of termination through acquisition. Economic motivation also
showed similar results, a strong overall effect on the likelihood of acquisition.
However, the insignificant result for competitive ventures implies that confiicts between competitive partners lead to dissolutions, but not acquisitions.
Mindful of the hazards of losing firm-specific know-how to competitors,
competitive partners tend to dissolve joint ventures rather than allow each
other to take them over (cf. Park & Russo. 1996). Among the competitive
ventures (n = 41), the rate of termination through dissolution (51%) is much
higher than that through acquisition (34%); however, the acquisition rate is
higher than the dissolution rate for operational overlap [n = 47, 53 vs. 36%)
and technology transfer (n = 132, 47 vs. 43%).
Prior relationship is again significant, suggesting that prior experiences
between partners promote longevity in joint ventures. However, there is a
drastic change in the results for multiple market ventures. Partners are more
likely to terminate multiple market ventures tlirough dissolution than
through acquisition; the dissolution rate for multiple market ventures is 53
percent, which is much higher than tbe acquisition rate, 38 percent. Given
the complexity of multiple market ventures, it would be more difficult for
partners to reach an agreement to internalize them, and dissolution would
appear to be less difficult to execute. For similar reasons, 50-50 joint ventures
would be more difficult for one partner to internalize; the dissolution rate
was 47 percent, the acquisition rate. 38 percent.
DISCUSSION
A popular belief in both academic and business quarters is that crossborder joint ventures are more unstable than national joint ventures. This
belief is not supported in our study. In fact, the reverse appears to be the
case: cross-border joint ventures with partners fi-om culturally distant countries have longer durations and are less likely to end. This pattern was
generally consistent across two different modes of termination, dissolution
and acquisition. An enlarged transaction cost framework and empirical tests
suggest that prior relationships between firms may provide a powerful counterbalance to cross-cultural differences. This result is consistent with Harrigan's (1988) findings, with Bleeke and Ernst's (1993) case study result that
cross-border joint ventures can overcome early difficulties caused by cultural
differences, and with Barkema. Bell, and Pennings's (1996) suggestions that
learning between partners may offset cultural differences. Prior relationships
between partners create trust and familiarity (Guiati. 1995; Kogut. 1989;
Park & Russo, 1996). Trust attenuates opportunistic behaviors and can facili-
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late conflict resolution. Familiarity enhances a partner's transparency and
can reduce the costs of monitoring its activities.
In our assessment of cultural blocs, our results indicate that U.S.-Japanese joint ventures are less likely to dissolve than national joint ventures
(those between U.S. firms) and that there are no significant differences between U.S.-U.S. joint ventures and those involving the United States and
other Western, mostly European, firms. Beyond the significant effect of prior
experience, few empirical facts bear on this pattern of results. Even so, a
numher of explanations can form the basis of future inquiries. Within the
Japanese culture, specific values engender trust, learning, and long-term
horizons—all of which favor the stability of alliances. Witliin a transactional
cost framework, cooperation is particularly salient when individuals have
numerous opportunities to interact with each other and therefore base their
cooperation on reciprocity. Therefore, independent of formally stated financial goals, Japanese firms seek joint ventin-e stability in order to enhance
their reputations in anticipation of future interactions with other foreign
firms (Axelrod, 1984; Parkhe, 1993a). Among American partners, there are
strategic reasons for them to he particularly attentive to such ventures, given
the size of the Japanese market, the growth potential of this market throughout
the 1980s, and the high barriers blocking distribution networks. Given the
potential benefits that arise from operating in a global environment and the
highly publicized risks of working with Japanese firms, it is also possible
that partners in a U.S.-Japanese joint venture may enter the cooperative
relationship with more caution, deliheration. and purposefulness than those
entering a venture restricted to domestic operations. Anecdotal accounts
critical of Japanese-American joint ventures tend to emphasize the disparity
of the economic goals of partners from the two countries (cf. Reich & Mankin,
1986). Our study suggests that mutual reciprocity and anticipated interactions provide the foundation for stable partnerships.
In our study, differences in partners' strategic diversity (i.e., operational
breadth and scope), size, and age did not affect duration and tbe prospect
of joint venture dissolution. We offer three explanations for these results.
First, the asymmetry between small and large firms might not have been
captured sufficiently. The descriptive data showed little variation in partners'
sizes, particularly for the cross-border joint ventures (the average ratio was
1.03 for cross-border and 1.43 for U.S.-U.S. ventures). Given these small
variations in size, our measure of distance might not have been sensitive
enough to capture the true size differentials. A second reason is that, as
Doz (1988) and Killing (1983) suggested, coordination difficulties between
asymmetric partners may be overcome by an a priori understanding that the
dominant partner is likely to take the initiative in defining substantive issues
and may take greater responsibility for their outcomes (Harrigan, 1988; Kogut,
1988). A third reason is that the effects of the focal organizational variables
may not bave emerged over the study period. A joint venture is a hybrid of
independent firms, and the partners' organizational characteristics impinge
on its operations, but it may take time before these characteristics are mani-
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fested in scope, size, and age. The organizational variables can be reexamined
in the future.
Consistent with the transaction cost paradigm, this study reaffirms the
importance of economic motivation for a stable and enduring cooperative
relationship. The study indicates that partnerships between dkect competitors, those with significant operational overlaps, and those that involve technology transfers are less likely to endure. Rivalry and duplication of activities
within a joint venture, or eroding specialization, may be signals of early
and premature dissolution. Ambiguities arising from equal equity sbaring
(Blodgett, 1992) can also exacerbate managerial complexities and coordination efforts. leading to dissolution. Multiple market ventures have a higher
chance of dissolution because their interests are multiple and extensive postcontractual monitoring is needed to regulate their activities. The significance
of the scope of market activities in relation to dissolution partly corroborates
this idea, but the variable for scope of products and projects was not significant. Tbe adverse effects of direct competition, operational overlap, and
technology transfers tend to be accentuated in cross-border joint ventures."
This may suggest that, even when conditions favor lower transaction costs
in international joint ventures (Buckley & Cassou, 1988), such economic and
competitive characteristics override institutional values that promote cooperation.
In closing, our findings and interpretations have to be tempered by the
limitations of the study. First, tbis study limited its focus to only one type
of interfirm collaboration, joint ventures. Future studies should explore
whether our results hold for nonequity strategic alliances as well. Second,
the hypothesized relationships and conceptualization in this study were
developed specifically to predict the dissolution (and longevity) of joint
ventures. By focusing on longevity and dissolution, however, it is likely that
we overlooked other factors that determine the success and failure of joint
ventures. Researchers should develop more reliable and comprehensive measures, focusing on both objective and subjective measures of joint venture
performance, to fully evaluate the effectiveness and consequences of U.S.
firms' collaboration with international and domestic partners. Fin-ther, more
direct measures of values that are specific to a partner's behavior toward its
domestic and foreign partners in a cooperative relationship would be helpful
for understanding the effects of interpartner differences in national culture
and organizational context on the dissolution of joint ventures. The joint
ventures studied also involved at least one U.S. partner. National or crossborder joint ventures involving non-U.S. firms may lead to different conclusions, as Barkema. Bell, and Pennings (1996) illustrated.
Despite these caveats, we suggest that our results have important implications for managers. The stability of cross-border joint ventures may ultimately

' An additional analysis indicated that the economic variahles were significant only for
cross-border joint ventures and insignificant for national (U.S.-U.S.) joint ventures.
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depend on their participants' ability to understand, access, and adopt innovative practices that can mitigate the compounding effects of cultural differences. Myths and flawed beliefs may simply accelerate the demise of these
joint ventures.
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